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1. Introduction
A secret sharing scheme in cryptography is developed for a set of participants
to share secrets. The first and the most famous scheme in various secret sharing
schemes, is  a(t, w) ‐threshold scheme which was proposed by Shamir [4] in 1979.
It is a method of sharing a secret value  K among a finite set  \mathcal{P}=\{P_{1}, P_{2}, \cdot\cdot\cdot , P_{w}\}
of  w participants in such a way that any  t participants can reconstruct  K but no
group of  t-1 or fewer participants can reconstruct  K . Each piece of information
of  K distributed to each participant is called a shadow.
A Latin square of order  n is an  n\cross n array in which  n distinct symbols
are arranged so that each symbol occurs in each row and column. Secret shar‐
ing schemes  usi_{1l}g Latin squares have been investigated, for  i_{t}\perpstance, Cooper’s
scheme [1] and Stones’ scheme [5]. Both schemes make use of partial Latin
squares. Cooper’s scheme use critical sets of Latin squares. Stones’ scheme use
Latin square autotopisms.
A magic square of order  n is an arrangement of  n^{2} integers 1,   2_{7}\cdots ,  n^{2} into an
 n\cross n square with the property that the sums of each row, each column, and each
of the main diagonals are the same. It is known that a magic square of order
 n can be constructed if  n is an integer for which there is a pair of orthogonal
diagonal Latin squares of order  n . More generally, a magic hypercube of order  n
and dimension  t is an arrangement of  n^{t} integers 1, 2,  \cdot\cdot\cdot ,  n^{t} into an  n\cross n\cross\cdots\cross n
(  t timcs) array with the property that the sums in each 1‐dimensional subarray
and each of the main diagonals are the same. Lu and Adachi [3] introduced a
construction and protocol of secret sharing schemes using magic hypercubes.
We call a magic hypercube with dimension three a magic cube. In order to
clarify the main ideas of using magic hypercubes for secret sharing schemes, in
this paper, we introduce the secret sharing schemes using magic cubes.
2. Critical sets of Latin squares
We refer to [1] and [2] for more details on the related contents in this section.
First, we define a partial Latin square and a critical set. A partial Latin square
of order  n is an  n\cross n array with entries chosen from the set  \{ 1, 2,  \cdot\cdot\cdot ,  n\} in such
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a way that no element occurs twice or more in any row or column. A critical set
in a Latin square  L of order  n is a set  C=\{(i, j;k)|i, j, k\in\{1,2, \cdot\cdot\cdot , n\}\} such
that
(i)  L is the only Latin square of order  n which has symbol  k in cell  (i, j) for
each  (i, j;k)\in C , and
(ii) no proper subset of  C has property (i).
A critical set is called minimal if it is a critical set of smallest possible cardi‐
nality for  L.
For example, a Latin square of order 5 is given on the right as follows. A mini‐
mal critical set  C=\{(1,1;1), (2,5;3), (3,5;4), (4,2;3), (4,3;5), (5,1;5), (5,3;2)\}
for this Latin square  L is given on the left,
 C=  \{\begin{array}{lllll}
1   *   *   *   *
*   *   *   *   3
*   *   *   *   4
*   3   5   *   *
5   *   2   *   *
\end{array}\} ,  L=  \{\begin{array}{lllll}
1   2   3   4   5
2   1   4   5   3
3   5   1   2   4
4   3   5   1   2
5   4   2   3   1
\end{array}\} .
Now, we describe a secret sharing scheme using a critical set. The secret key
 K is taken to be a Latin square  L of order  n . Here,  n is allowed to be public,
although  L is kept private. The shadows in the secret are based on a partial
Latin square  S= {   \bigcup_{i}C_{i}  C_{j} is a critical set in  L }. For each  (i, j;k)\in S,
the shadow  (i, j;k) is distributed privately to a participant. The number of
critical sets we used is depend on the size of the Latin square and the number of
participants in the secret sharing scheme. The access structure is defined to be
the set  \Gamma= {  B|B\subset S and  B\supset C where  C is some critical set in  L }.
3. Secret sharing schemes using magic cubes
A cube of order  n is of type  \ell(1\leq\ell\leq 2) , if in each  (3-P) ‐dimensional sub‐
array, each symbols occurs in the same frequency. In what follows, all the cubes
we considered are of type 2 without special mention. Hence, each 2‐dimensional
subarray (square) forms a Latin square. For any cube, there are four main diag‐
onals. If each symbols occurs exactly once in any of the main diagonals, the cube
is said to be diagonal.
Moreover, three cubes of order  n are said to be mutually 3‐dimcnsionally
orthogonal (simply, orthogonal, in the following), if when superimposed, each
possible triple of symbols occurs exactly once.
We denote the element in the cell  (i, j, k) of a magic cube  M of order  n by
 M(i, j, k) . For given three mutually orthogonal diagonal cube  LC_{i}(i=1,2,3),  a
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magic cube can be obtained as follows:
 M(i, j, k)=LC_{1}(i, j, k)\cross n^{2}+LC_{2}(i, j, k)\cross n+LC_{3}(i, j, k)+
1 (*)
If  n is odd or doubly even, that is  n\equiv 0,1,3(mod 4) , the existence and con‐
structions of three mutually orthogonal diagonal  LC_{i}(i=1,2,3) are known from
the results in [3].
Hence, we can construct  a(3,3) ‐threshold scheme in which we consider a
magic cube  M as a secret key  K and the corresponding three cubes  LC_{i}(i=
 1,2,3) as shadows. Moreover, we decompose each cube  LC_{i} into three Latin
squares  L_{i,j}(j=1,2,3) . Then, we can construct  a(3,3) ‐threshold scheme in
which we consider each cube  LC_{i} as a secret key  K and the Latin squares  L_{i,j}
 (i, j=1,2,3) as shadows. Next, we use Cooper’s scheme or Stones’ scheme to
each Latin square  L_{i,j} . Therefore, we obtain a three‐stage secret sharing scheme
using a magic cube.
The protocol of our scheme is as follows:
(1) Preparation: We choose three mutually orthogonal diagonal cubes  LC_{i}(i=
 1,2,3) of order  n . A magic cube  M of order  n can be constructed from  LC_{i}
by  (*) . The number  n is made public, although the magic cube  M is kept
secret and taken to be the secret key  K.
(2) The first stage of distribution: The shadows in the first stage of our scheme
are the cubes  LC_{i}(i=1,2,3) . We define the shadow set  \mathcal{S}^{(1)}=\{LC_{1},  LC_{2},
 LC_{3}\} . Each shadow  LC_{i}\in S^{(1)} is distributed privately to a participant. This
stage is the distribution of  a(3,3) ‐threshold scheme. This stage is the first
stage of our scheme.
(3) The second stage of distribution: We decompose each cube  LC_{i} to three
Latin squares  L_{i,i_{1}} , for  i_{1}=1,2,3 . Then, we can construct  a(3,3) ‐threshold
scheme in which we consider each cube  LC_{i} as the second secret key  K'
and Latin squares  L_{i,i_{1}} as shadows. We define the second stage shadow set
 \mathcal{S}_{i}^{(2)}=\{L_{i,1}, L_{i,2}, L_{i,3}\} . This is the second stage of our scheme.
(4) The final stage of distribution: Now we have nine Latin squares, namely
 L_{i,i_{1}} with  i,  i_{1}\in\{1,2,3\} . We consider each Latin square  L_{i,i_{1}} as the third
secret key, and define a shadow set  S_{i,\dot{\iota}}^{(3)} from  L_{i,i_{1}} , by using a critical set or
an autotopism. For each element in  S_{i,i_{1}}^{(3)} , the shadow is distributed privately
to a participant. This stage is based on the distribution of Cooper’s scheme
or Stones’ scheme. This is the third stage of our scheme.
(5) The first stage of reconstruction: When a group of participants whose shad‐
ows of  S_{i_{i_{1}}}^{(3)} constitute a critical set or an autotopism come together, they are
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able to reconstruct the Latin square  L_{i,i_{1}} . This stage is the reconstruction of
Cooper’s scheme or Stones’ scheme.
(6) From the second stage of reconstruction: When three participants whose
have shadows the Latin squares  L_{i,i_{1}} of  S_{i}^{(2)} come together, they are able
to reconstruct the cube  LC_{i} . This stage is the reconstruction of  a(3,3)-
threshold scheme.
(7) The final stage of reconstruction: When three participants whose have shad‐
ows the cubes  LC_{i}(i=1,2,3) of  S^{(1)} come together, they are able to recon‐
struct the magic square  M and hence the secret key  K . This stage is the
reconstruction of  a(3,3) ‐threshold scheme.
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